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Abstra t
In many important do ument lassi ation tasks, do uments may
ea h be asso iated with multiple lass labels. This paper des ribes
a Bayesian lassi ation approa h in whi h the multiple lasses that
omprise a do ument are represented by a mixture model. While
the labeled training data indi ates whi h lasses were responsible
for generating a do ument, it does not indi ate whi h lass was
responsible for generating ea h word. Thus we use EM to ll in this
missing value, learning both the distribution over mixture weights
and the word distribution in ea h lass's mixture omponent. We
des ribe the bene ts of this model and present preliminary results
with the Reuters-21578 data set.

1 Introdu tion
Text lassi ation is the problem of assigning a text do ument into one or more
topi ategories or lasses. In multi lass do ument lassi ation, as distinguished
from binary do ument lassi ation, there are more than two lasses. In multi-label
lassi ation ea h do ument may have more than one lass label. For example, given
lasses N. Ameri a, S. Ameri a, Europe, Asia and Australia, a news arti le about U.S.
troops in Bosnia may be labeled with both the N. Ameri a and Europe lasses.
This paper des ribes a Bayesian approa h to multi lass, multi-label do ument lassi ation. We de ne a probabilisti generative model that represents the multi-label
nature of a do ument by indi ating that the words in a do ument are produ ed by
a mixture of word distributions, one for ea h topi . The generative pro ess begins
by sele ting the set of lasses (instead of a single lass) that will be the labels for
this do ument; then produ ing a set of mixture weights for those lasses; nally,
ea h word in the do ument is generated by rst sele ting a lass a ording to these
mixture weights, then letting that lass generate a single word. Classi ation uses
Bayes rule and sele ts the lass set that is most likely given the do ument.
Parameters of the model are learned by maximum a posteriori estimation from la-

beled training data. The labels indi ate whi h lasses were involved in generating
the do ument, but do not indi ate whi h lass generated whi h individual words.
Thus we use Expe tation-Maximization (EM) to ll in this missing value, avoiding
over- tting by performing the E-step in leave-one-do ument-out fashion. EM sets
both the mixture weights and the word distributions in ea h lass. We also add an
extra lass to whi h all do uments belong: the \English" lass. This naturally aptures ba kground language in ommon to all do uments|in essen e automati ally
extra ting a task-spe i stop list.
There are two ommon alternatives to this approa h. The rst is to build a binary
lassi er for ea h lass (e.g. [Yang, 1998; Joa hims, 1998; Nigam et al., 1999℄). The
se ond is to build a mapping from lass-do ument pairs to real-valued s ores, and
use the s ores to provide a ranking of lasses|the top most of whi h an be assigned
to the do ument by hoosing a threshold (e.g. [S hapire and Singer, 1999℄).
The key features of the approa h in this paper are four-fold: (1) We onje ture
that our mixture model an represent more expressive de ision boundaries than an
the binary lassi er. In other words, the binary lassi er's large and multi-fa eted
negative lass is not well-represented by a single word distribution model. Our
approa h models \other" lasses with a mixture of their own individual models. (2)
Note that binary lassi ers ta itly assume that labels an be assigned independently.
When one label provides information about another, the binary lassi er fails to
apture this. Our generative model an represent the orrelations between lass
labels. (3) There are no thresholds to be tuned or learned. Threshold learning
an typi ally be quite problemati be ause do ument length and other attributes
a e t the s ore, making it diÆ ult to relate s ores a ross di erent do uments. (4)
We have the advantages of a formal probabilisti approa h, with a well-de ned
generative model, making available future enhan ements based on the large tool
hest of powerful statisti al parameter estimation te hniques, (su h as shrinkage
and unlabeled data [M Callum et al., 1998; Nigam et al., 1999℄).
This paper presents preliminary experimental results on a subset of the Reuters21578 data set. We nd that the mixture model outperforms the approa h based
on a olle tion of binary lassi ers, redu ing lassi ation error on almost all labels,
redu ing error by more than 50% on one label, and redu ing overall error by one
third. Further experiments are needed to fully evaluate the te hnique.

2 Multi-label Classi ation with a Mixture Model
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an be thought of as a binary bit-ve tor, ~, with ones indi ating the lasses in
the subset. The power set of all possible lass subsets is written C ? . Asso iated
with ea h individual lass, j is a word distribution P(wk j j ), for all words in the
vo abulary, V = fw1 ; w2 ; :::wm g. Given a set of lasses, ea h do ument is generated
by a mixture of these word distributions, with mixture weights ~, where omponents
of ~ asso iated with lasses not in ~ are for ed to be zero. The mixture weights
themselves are sele ted from a distribution over mixture weights written P(~j~).
Labeled training data onsists of a set of do uments D = fd1 ; d2 ; :::dN g. The ve tor
of lass labels asso iated with do ument di is written ~li .
The Generative Model.
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The generative pro ess for a do ument is as follows. First sele t a set of lasses
from distribution P(~). Then sele t mixture weights among these lasses a ording
to P(~j~). Then start generating words in the do ument. For ea h word sele t a lass
a ording the mixture weights in ~, (the omponents of whi h are written  , whi h
an be thought of as P( j~)), then let that lass generate a single word a ording
to its multinomial word probability distribution P(wk j j ). Thus the probability of
a do ument is P(d) = ~2C ? d~ P(~j~) w2d 2C ~ P(wj ).
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On e this generative model is de ned, multi-label Bayesian lassi ation falls out
naturally. Given a test do ument we wish to sele t the set of lasses that is most
probable: ~ + = arg max~ P(~jd). To express P(~jd) in terms of the generative
model parameters, we begin by applying Bayes' rule: P(~jd) = P(~)P(dj~)=P(d).
The generative pro ess for the do ument d is not de ned in terms of ~ only, but
requires the mixture weights. We introdu e the mixture weights by a sum of total
probability, (and also drop the P(d), whi h is just a normalization fa tor that makes
the P(~jd)'s sum to one):
P(~jd) / P(~)

Z

d~ P(~j~)P(dj~;~):

(1)

This is an integral over an in nite number of possible real-valued ve tors ~. Finding
the losed-form solution to this integral is the subje t of future work. For now, we
approximate the integral using the single a priori most probable ~.1 (See the Mstep below.) Let ~(~) be the single most likely mixture weights given the set of
lasses ~: ~(~)  arg max P(j~), then we approximate Equation 1 by P(~jd) 
P(~)P(dj~(~) ;~). Assuming word independen e, and then expanding the mixture
model gives: P(~jd)  P(~) w2d 2C ~(~) P(wj ).
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Classi ation is performed by al ulating the posterior probability of ea h lass set ~
and sele ting the set that is most probable. When the size of the lass set is allowed
to be large, there will be too many sets to evaluate exhaustively, and eÆ ient yet
a urate sear h will be ne essary. Here are three methods for eÆ ient exploration of
lass set spa e: (1) Begin by restri ting ~ to size one, and nding arg max~ P(~jd),
then restri t ~ to size two in whi h one of the lasses must be the lass sele ted in the
rst step. Continue this pro ess, greedily adding lasses until all have been added,
and then sele t the ombination that is most likely. (2) Find the mixture weights 
that are most likely to have produ ed the do ument (des ribed as the E-step below),
and then evaluate P(~jd) for those sets resulting from adding lasses one at a time
in order of highest mixture weight. (Note that this is analogous to automati ally
determining a threshold for the se ond method des ribed in the introdu tion.) For
both of the methods above, additional a ura y may be obtained by performing a
limited amount of exploration around the greedy paths. (3) Explore by simulated
1
Using the single a priori most probable mixture weights for ea h lass set is one solution, however early experimental eviden e indi ates that quite di erent mixture weights
are most likely for di erent do uments labeled with the same lass set, thus indi ating that
this uni-modal approximation ould be improved. An interesting alternative to the losed
form solution is a non-parametri , \memory-based" representation for P(~j~): Instead of
summing over all possible mixture weights ~, sum over the most likely mixture weights
asso iated with ea h of the training do uments labeled with lass set ~. This ould be
even better than a losed-form solution when the parametri form of of P(~j~) (su h as
Diri hlet) is a poor mat h for the data.

annealing or other similar sto hasti optimization te hniques. Ea h of these three
methods have di erent biases. This paper uses both (1) and (2) on urrently.
Parameter Estimation. We determine parameters by maximum a posteriori
estimation from a olle tion of labeled training data. The lass set prior distribution
is urrently represented in ompletely unfa tored form and is set by maximum a
posteriori estimation with a uniform prior: P(~) = (m + N(d;~))=(mjC ? j + jDj),
where N(d;~) is the number of labeled training do uments labeled with exa tly the
ve tor ~, and m is a smoothing parameter determining the strength of the uniform
prior. Setting m = 1 results in Lapla e smoothing.

All other parameters annot be estimated dire tly from training data sin e all aspe ts of the generative pro ess are not provided by the given labels. Spe i ally,
the labels on the training do ument indi ate whi h lasses were involved in generating ea h do ument, but not whi h lasses were responsible for generating ea h
individual word. Thus we turn to Expe tation-Maximization (EM) [Dempster et
al., 1977℄ in order to
ll in this missing value. In the E-step we estimate for ea h
word in a training do ument whi h lass was responsible for generating it. In the
M-step we use these estimates to straightforwardly determine maximum a posteriori
or maximum likelihood estimates of the most likely mixture weight for ea h lass
(~(~) ) and per- lass word probability distributions (P(wj )):
E-step

P( jw 2 di ) =
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where N(w; d) is the ount of w o urs in d. If there are no training do uments for
a parti ular set of lasses, then we ba ko to the average mixture weights of lass
sets in the training data, where the average is weighted by lass set overlap.
Additional Features. To guard against over- tting, the E-step above is performed
in leave-one-out fashion. That is, when estimating whi h lasses generated the words
in a parti ular training do ument, the in uen e of that do ument is temporarily
removed from the parameter estimates used to perform the E-step. Be ause the
parameters are based on (probabilisti ally weighted) ounts, this removal is quite
easy. The leave-one-out E-step is also used in deleted interpolation [Jelinek and
Mer er, 1980℄ and in shrinkage for do ument lassi ation [M Callum et al., 1998℄.

In addition to the lasses in C , we also add an extra lass to whi h all do uments
belong. This an be thought of as the \English" lass. Due to the leave-one-out
E-step, this lass gathers the words that are ommon to all lasses|in essen e
automati ally nding the task-spe i stop list.
Furthermore, the uniform word distribution is also added as another mixture omponent. In onjun tion with the leave-one-out E-step, this serves to automati ally
determine the \optimal" amount of smoothing with uniform distribution, in the
sense that it maximizes the probability of all the training data in leave-one-out
fashion. For example, a word that o urs only on e in the training data will have a
leave-one-out probability of zero in all mixtures ex ept the uniform distribution; its
mixture weight  will thus be in reased, properly set to maximize the probability
of the left-out do ument.

grain
d?
grain
tonnes
mln
agri ulture
year
usda
rop
farmers
farm

wheat
d?
wheat
tonnes
mln
export
agri ulture
o er
department
soviet
mar h

orn
d?
orn
tonnes
mln
maize
pt
usda
a res
year
produ tion

ship
d?
gulf
ships
strike
port
shipping
seamen
mar h
union
iran

trade
trade
billion
d?
japan
de it
year
japanese
surplus
exports
ountries

rude
oil
d?
rude
ope
pri es
bpd
barrels
mln
produ tion
pt

root
?

d
mln
dlrs
mar h
pt
year
billion
april
blah
ompany

Table 1: The ten most probable words in multinomial word distributions of several
topi lasses from the ten used in the Reuters-21578 data set. The notation d? refers
to a string of digits. Note that the model has orre tly pla ed the word \blah" in
the root word distribution; in a small per entage of the do uments a ross all lasses,
it is the sole word in the do ument body.

3 Experimental Results
The Reuters 21578 Distribution 1.0 was used to evaluate the performan e of the
multi-label mixture model. As in several other studies, only the ten most populous
lasses were used (e.g. [Joa hims, 1998; Nigam et al., 1999℄). The text was tokenized
by removing SGML tags, gathering strings alphabeti hara ters, down asing them,
and removing words on the SMART stoplist. Additionally all strings of digits were
mapped to a single ommon token. The multi-label mixture model was trained with
the ModApte training set. EM was run to onvergen e, whi h took ten iterations
and about 4 minutes of wall lo k time.
The performan e of this model is ompared with the traditional method onsisting
of a olle tion of binary lassi ers, one for ea h lass, as used in several other
studies [Yang, 1998; Joa hims, 1998; Nigam et al., 1999℄. Ea h binary lassi er is a
multinomial naive Bayes with Lapla e smoothing [M Callum and Nigam, 1998℄.
The results of EM estimation for the word probability distribution in ea h of the
lasses are quite interesting. As expe ted, words asso iated with the di erent lass
topi s gather in the appropriate lasses. Even lasses that never o ur as the sole
label for a do ument, su h as wheat, tend to gather those words that are in ommon
among the wheat do uments, ex luding words that are better explained by other
topi s. Several word distributions are given in Table 1. Noti e that some highprobability words still overlap among lasses, su h as \tonnes" in in grain, wheat
and orn. This suggests that a hierar hi al or dire ted a y li graph stru ture among
lasses ould apture some of this redundan y and perhaps aid generalization; see
the dis ussion of future work in the last se tion of this paper.
A omparison of lassi ation a ura y is shown in Table 2. This paper's multilabel mixture model outperforms the traditional olle tion of binary lassi ers for all
lasses ex ept one (ship), sometimes redu ing error by more than half (e.g. wheat).
An unfair advantage is given to the traditional binary lassi er in that we sele t the
vo abulary size with whi h it does best on the test set. The mixture model involves
no su h tuning. When redit is given only for lass sets that are an exa t mat h
with label set (full set), the multi-label mixture model redu es error by one third.

lass
aq
orn
rude
earn
grain
interest
money
ship
trade
wheat
full set

binary NB lassi er
a ura y (vo ab size)
0.9707 (23433)
0.9751 (20)
0.9751 (23433)
0.9718 (2000)
0.9627 (20)
0.9639 (23433)
0.9536 (23433)
0.9867 (23433)
0.9524 (20)
0.9618 (23433)
0.7569

multi-label mixture
a ura y
0.9783
0.9834
0.9807
0.9823
0.9795
0.9827
0.9689
0.9815
0.9654
0.9811
0.8392

Table 2: Classi ation a ura y on the ten largest lasses in Reuters-21578. The
multi-label mixture model sometimes redu es error by half (wheat). When redit
is given only for lass sets that are an exa t mat h with label set (last line), the
multi-label mixture model redu es error by one third.
In preliminary results on the entire set of 90 Reuters lasses, our mixture model
performs better than the binary naive Bayes lassi er on lasses with a moderate
and small number of training do uments. On those lasses with extremely large
training sets re all is higher, but pre ision is lower. Over all lasses, ma roaverage
F1 is improved by 7 points; mi roaverage F1 is the same [Yang, 1998℄. Analysis
suggests that a more fa tored lass set prior P(~) may improve pre ision.
In future work we will evaluate the methods on ri her data sets, where we expe t our
leave-one-out EM to shine (unlike Reuters where several lasses, su h as orn and
wheat an be predi ted by a single word). We will also ompare with Support Ve tor
Ma hines [Joa hims, 1998℄ and Boosting [S hapire and Singer, 1999℄. In relation to
these methods, we expe t our model to have advantages of omputational eÆ ien y
and robustness to sparse data through shrinkage (see Se tion 4).

4 Related Work and Con lusions
Various related work has used mixture models for modeling text. The Nymble
system from BBN uses an HMM with uniform transition probabilities to perform
information extra tion of \named entities" [Bikel et al., 1997℄. Similar models have
been used for text segmentation and topi tra king [Yamron et al., 1998℄. The most
related work is that of Imai et al. [1997℄, in whi h a mixture model is used for
multi-label do ument lassi ation. However, their work does not have a lass-set
onditional mixture distribution, does not use leave-one-out evaluation in the Estep, does not do \optimal smoothing" by mixing with the uniform distribution, and
lassi es test do uments by sear hing the spa e of lass sets using a method based on
a heuristi threshold. BoosTexter is a olle tion of enhan ements to AdaBoost that
enable its appli ation to multi lass, multi-label do ument lassi ation problems
[S hapire and Singer, 1999℄. Unlike traditional Boosting, the labels as well as the
training instan es are re-weighted. BoosTexter aims to predi t all the orre t labels
by ranking them so that the orre t labels re eive the highest ranks. Their work
does not evaluate any method of tuning the threshold on the ranks. The mixture

model des ribed in this paper is similar to the \aspe t" lustering model des ribed
by Hofmann and Puzi ha [1998℄ where a do ument is also generated by a mixture
of per-topi models. Instead of supervised lassi ation, their model is used for
unsupervised lustering.
In future work we will ombine this model with one that uses shrinakge to take
advantage of a hierar hy of topi s [M Callum et al., 1998℄, or a dire ted a y li
graph of topi s. This model also lends itself to improving parameter estimates by
in orporating unlabeled data, as in the work by Nigam et al. [1999℄. We will also
explore more omplex fun tions and priors for the P(~) and P(~j~) fun tions. The
model may additionally be improved by using multiple mixture omponents for ea h
topi , the word distribution of ea h learned in a ompletely unsupervised fashion.
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